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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of simulation and stabilization of the yaw motions of a cargo container slung load. The study configuration is a UH-60 helicopter carrying a 6ft x 6 ft x 8 ft CONEX container. This load is limited to 60 KIAS in operations and flight testing indicates that it starts spinning in hover and that spin rate increases with airspeed. The simulation reproduced the load yaw motions seen in the flight data after augmenting the load model with terms representing unsteady load yaw moment effects acting to reinforce load oscillations, and augmenting the hook model to include yaw resistance at the hook. The use of a vertical fin to stabilize the load is considered. Results indicate that the CONEX airspeed can be extended to 110 kts using a 3x5 ft fin.

Introduction

The helicopter has been used since its early development for external transport of large or bulky loads to and from small austere locations, in military combat and disaster relief operations, and in civil construction, logging and fire fighting work. One limitation on these operations is that some classes of common loads, such as cargo containers, can be unstable at moderate forward speeds well below the power-limited airspeed of today's helicopters. This limits operational efficiency and hampers operations where speed or time is essential.

Military loads are certified for particular helicopter-load combinations, and these are described in the Multiservice Helicopter External Air Transport manual (Ref. 1). Data on the maximum acceptable airspeed from Ref. 1 are noted in Fig. 1 for various load-helicopter cases using a single point suspension. Loads with maximum speeds below 75 kts are limited well below the power limited speed of the helicopter (Vp), and loads limited below 50 kts have poor stability, while loads that can be carried above 100 kts are very stable and can be flown to the helicopter limits. The load type with the largest number of cases limited by load stability is box-shaped loads (containers and vans).

Past work on load stabilization has had the objectives to (1) improve pendulum damping for precision load placement and IFR operations, (2) stabilize heading to the minimum drag orientation, and (3) extend the stable speed limits of difficult loads. Approaches to stabilization have included load ballasting, 2-point suspensions, an active arm 2-point suspension (Ref. 2), active cable winching in a 3-point suspension (Ref. 3), active reaction jets (Ref. 4), fins (Refs. 5 through 8), inertia wheels (Ref. 9), and load position or cable angle feedback (Ref. 10).

Fin stabilization of cargo containers is the subject of this paper. The fin systems attempt to stabilize the load yaw degree of freedom to achieve heading control and to extend the stable speed envelope. For cargo containers, yaw stabilization can prevent development of divergent lateral-directional motions of the load which are thought to be driven by vortex shedding as the load oscillates in yaw (Ref. 8). Previous work on fin stabilization includes a wind tunnel and flight test study of passive fins to carry bridge sections (Ref. 5), an analytical study of two active fins mounted on a spreader bar for use with 2-point suspensions (Ref. 7), a simulation study of one or two active fins mounted on top of container type loads for use with single point suspensions (Ref. 6), and a wind tunnel study of passive fins at the rear sides or center of a MILVAN (Ref. 8).

An underlying issue in the study of bluff body stabilization is the presence of significant unsteady aerodynamics which evidently accounts for the instability of cargo containers, as discovered in studies...
of the 8x8x20 ft MILVAN container during the period of active research in support of the Heavy Lift Helicopter (Refs. 8, 11, and 12). The unsteady aerodynamics arise from the creation of large bubbles of separated turbulent flow, which lag in their development during load oscillations compared to their arrangement in static conditions, and the shedding of vortexes which add energy to the oscillation. Its absence from simulation or linear models may account for the inadequacy of past simulation studies and linear analyses to predict the speed at which such loads become unstable. At present there is insufficient wind tunnel data on which to base a rigorous model of these effects, but an empirical model of the vortex shedding effect tuned to flight data can be used (Ref. 8).

The present paper focuses on a configuration comprised of a UH-60 helicopter carrying a 6x6x8 ft CONEX cargo container and on the use of a vertical fin to stabilize the load yaw degree of freedom. The container is carried with a standard 10K lb military 4-legged sling from a single suspension point. In previous work, a flight test data base was accumulated using this configuration (Ref. 13), and a simulation model was developed (Ref. 14) and, except for the load yaw degree of freedom, validated. Modifications to the simulation to account for the observed yaw motions are described in this paper.

The work described here was carried out under a US Army/Israel Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for cooperative research on Rotorcraft Aeromechanics and Man-Machine Integration Technology. This MOA includes the topic of flight mechanics of helicopter-slung load systems. Previous research has included static wind tunnel testing of the CONEX and cubic loads, flight tests of various single point configurations with an instrumented load, and simulation development and validation.

Simulation

The slung load configuration of this study is comprised of the UH-60A helicopter and the 8 ft x 6 ft x 6 ft CONEX cargo container (Fig. 2). The load weight is 4100 lbs in most of the flight data and in the present study. The load is suspended from a single point with a standard military 4-legged sling. Nominal parameter values for the configuration are listed in the figure.

Baseline Simulation

The simulation model was previously implemented at NASA Ames Research Center (Refs. 14 and 15), and is comprised of the GENHEL helicopter simulation (Ref. 16), the load aerodynamic model, and the slung load equations of motion. The structure of the simulation is outlined in Fig. 3. The original GENHEL simulation consists of the helicopter aerodynamics and the aircraft rigid body dynamics. The slung load aerodynamics, and 2-body equations of motion are appended to this as shown. There are two copies of the helicopter rigid body dynamics; one set in the GENHEL model and a second set in the 2-body equations of
Cargo containers are bluff bodies; that is, the airflow cannot follow the outline of the body, and the flow has large regions of separated turbulent air as well as significant lags during rotational motions (Ref. 11 and 12). Load aerodynamics can include static, quasi-static, and unsteady components. However, wind tunnel data is currently available only for the static aerodynamics. The load static aerodynamics in the simulation are based on comprehensive and accurate wind tunnel data from an Israel Institute of Technology study (Ref. 17). These are shown in Fig. 4. Drag is the largest force, averaging 70 q lbs (q is dynamic pressure) and does not vary much with orientation since the CONEX dimensions depart only moderately from a cube. Maximum lift and sideforce are about 25% of the drag. The yaw moment is statically stable at 0 and 90 deg sideslip angle, but in flight the CONEX continually rotates through the stable regions at all airspeeds and never adopts a fixed heading.

The 2-body slung load dynamics were derived in previous work (Ref. 18). The sling model includes elastic stretching and the sling connection at the hook is represented as supporting force but not moment (a ball joint).

**Previous Validation**

The available flight data base (Ref. 13) included load sensor data (accelerometers, rate gyros, and heading) in addition to the usual helicopter instrumentation for the rigid body motions. The simulation as described thus far was compared with the flight data (Refs. 14 and 15)
and was found to reproduce the load pendulum motions at all test airspeeds, but not the load yaw motions. Load yaw behavior in flight depended on whether or not a swivel was used. With a swivel, the load rotated at about 45 deg/sec in hover due to downwash swirl, and adopted a steady state yaw rate in forward flight which increased with airspeed to 120 deg/sec at 60 kts. Without a swivel, the sling would alternately wind up and unwind, increasingly with airspeed, reaching 4-5 turns at 60 kts. In contrast, yaw motion from the simulation would variously wander, or exhibit neutrally damped oscillations about a statically stable point, or wind up indefinitely depending on initial conditions.

#### Yaw Moment Corrections

A likely driving mechanism for the yaw motions seen in forward flight is vortex shedding each time a face passes through zero sideslip. This phenomenon is described in a wind tunnel study of the MILVAN aerodynamics (Ref. 8) and provides a yaw moment acting in the direction of the yaw rate. In addition, it is clear that the steady state yaw behavior is in part defined by swivel friction or, in the absence of a swivel, by torsional resistance at the hook to sling windup. This moment is transmitted to the helicopter through the clevis which connects the sling and hook.

Fig. 4. CONEX static aerodynamics wind tunnel data
(wind axes components divided by dynamic pressure)
One way to capture the observed yaw motions in the simulation is to add empirical terms to the load and hook yaw moments to represent the effects just described, and then to tune the constants of the empirical terms to flight data. These terms were developed first as a 1-DOF model of the yaw motions:

\[ r I_{zz} = Y_{M_{static}} + \Delta YM \]

The lateral DOF was neglected because the yaw motions seen in flight for the CONEX were independent of the pendulum motions at the test airspeeds. The postulated yaw moment correction terms are:

\[ \Delta YM = Y_{M_{hook}} + Y_{M_{dyn}} + Y_{M_{swirl}} \]

where:

\[ Y_{M_{hook}} = \begin{cases} f(\Delta \psi) - K_r' r & \text{no swivel} \\ -K_r r & \text{swivel} \end{cases} \]

\[ Y_{M_{dyn}} = q K_{dyn} \text{sign}(r) \]

\[ Y_{M_{swirl}} = -\Delta YM_{swirl} \max(0, 1 - \frac{V_a}{20}) \]

and where \( q \) is dynamic pressure, \( V_a \) is airspeed in kts, and \( r \) is yaw rate. \( Y_{M_{static}} \) is the static aerodynamic yaw moment from Fig. 4. This varies with angle of attack and sideslip, \( \alpha \), \( \beta \). Realistic values of \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) were generated in the 1-DOF simulation from trigonometric identities as a function of the nominal load trail angle and the load heading.

The sling windup resistance torque function, \( f(\Delta \psi) \), was measured in the laboratory. The CONEX and sling were suspended from overhead rails. The sling apex clevis was held fixed in place and a motor mounted underneath to turn the container. Measurements were recorded of the turn angle, torque, and sling geometry. The data for torque versus number of turns (Fig. 5) has a peak during the first turn as the clevis rotates to a stop against the hook and the sling leg windup begins, and subsequently the torque increases monotonically over the range of the test. Significant hysteresis is evident. These data were simulated as the average of the two curves at each rotation (dashed line in Fig. 5), but this led to divergent windup in the simulation. Consequently, a damping term was added to obtain stable windup. This damping approximates the effect of hysteresis, since the resistance torque during windup is higher than the average curve at each rotation angle (hence less peak windup), and restoring torque during the unwind is lower than the average curve (hence less peak yaw rate).

The vortex shedding term, \( Y_{M_{dyn}} \), is represented as a moment that switches sign with yaw rate. It increases with dynamic pressure, acts in the same direction as the yaw rate (i.e., is a propelling moment) and is continually active. This simple model has only one parameter whose value was obtained by tuning the model to the no-swivel flight data given the hook resistance function, \( f(\Delta \psi) \). An alternate 2-DOF empirical model of vortex shedding which captures the momentary nature of vortex shedding and includes lateral motions was proposed in (Ref. 8) for the MILVAN.

Swivel friction was difficult to measure in the laboratory, so the value of \( K_r \), was estimated by tuning the model to the flight steady state yaw rates, given the vortex shedding parameter, \( K_{dyn} \), obtained from the no-swivel tuning.

The swivel correction, \( Y_{M_{swirl}} \), is a constant which fades out with airspeed near hover. The minus sign reflects the counter clockwise rotation of the wake. The value of \( \Delta YM_{swirl} \) was obtained by tuning the model to the hover steady state yaw rate for the swiveled sling, given the swivel friction, \( K_r \).

The tuning resulted in values for the constants

\[ K_{dyn} = 0.3 \text{ ft}^3 \]

\[ K_r' = 3.0 \text{ ft} \cdot \text{lbs} \cdot \text{sec} \]

\[ K_r = 1.2 \text{ ft} \cdot \text{lbs} \cdot \text{sec} \]

\[ \Delta YM_{swirl} = 1.0 \text{ ft} \cdot \text{lbs} \]

These values reflect very small correction moments and indicate a strong effect on steady state yaw motions from small moments. The swiveled sling parameters were determined indirectly from the yaw resistance function for the unswiveled sling, and may contain errors. Nevertheless, steady state yaw rate for the
swiveled sling depends on a ratio of parameters and can be matched provided the ratio is correctly obtained, as is shown next.

The 1-DOF equation for the swivel case is approximately a linear first order differential equation for which an approximate solution can be given. In hover the static and dynamic yaw moments are zero. In forward flight the dynamic term is a constant in steady state, and the static term was found to average to zero each rotation so that its influence on steady state could be neglected. This yields:

\[ r_{ss} = \begin{cases} \frac{\Delta \tau_{\text{swivel}}}{K_s} & \text{hover} \\ \frac{K_{\text{dy}} q}{K_s} & \text{fwd flight} \end{cases} \quad (5) \]

\[ \tau = I_{zz}/K_s \]

Thus, steady state yaw rate depends only on the ratio of tuning constants while the transient response time constant depends on the magnitude of the swivel friction and is 1100 secs for the present parameter values. Suitable transient response flight data were not available to confirm the swivel friction estimate.

A comparison of yaw rate for the corrected simulation model and flight is shown in Fig. 6. The yaw rates plotted are steady state with a swivel, and the amplitude in the case of no swivel. Yaw rate magnitudes are significantly higher with the swivel. The available flight data have a large gap in airspeed between hover and 40 kts, so that the fitting function in the interior of this range has reduced confidence. Nevertheless, the tuned model reproduces the available flight steady state data reasonably well.

The yaw moment corrections were implemented in the GENHEL - sling load simulation. Steady state results agreed closely with the 1-DOF results at all airspeeds, indicating that the 1-DOF model is a good approximation of load yaw in the 12-DOF 2-body simulation with the CONEX load. A comparison of yaw time histories with flight data for both the swiveled and unsweiveled sling is shown in Fig. 7. The comparison shows good agreement in gross behavior, although there is some mismatch in windup amplitude for the unsweiveled case. Some mismatch of the small scale variations (associated with rotations of the load through the static aerodynamics functions in Fig. 4) is visible for the swiveled sling; the frequency of these variations is matched, and differences in amplitude are likely due to unmodeled aerodynamic lags.

A vertical fin stabilizer and its geometry are shown in Fig. 8. The fin can be passive, adding static stability, or active with a control surface using yaw rate feedback to increase yaw damping. For this study, the control surface was taken at 25% of the chord with a 20 deg deflection limit. The simulation model included both horizontal and vertical fins for generality, but only results for the vertical fin are presented here.

The stabilizer aerodynamic model is taken from a study of flat plate aerodynamics in (Ref. 19) and is defined at all orientation angles. Flow direction relative to the fin is divided into distinct regions according to angle of attack as shown in Fig. 9. The pre-stall region (\(\alpha < \alpha_{2p}\)) is characterized by circulation flow and thin airfoil theory where drag is due to skin friction and the center of pressure (c.p.) is at 25% chord. In the crossflow region (\(\alpha > \alpha_{2p}\)), the fin is approximately broadside to
the wind with separated flow and vortex effects, the principal force is pressure drag, and the c.p. is at 50% chord. In the transition region ($\alpha_{S1} < \alpha < \alpha_{S2}$), forces and c.p. location are varied linearly. The aerodynamics above $\alpha = 90$ deg is a mirror image of that below 90 deg. A typical airfoil, NACA 0015, was used and parameter values for its aerodynamic model are included in Fig. 9. Additional details of the stabilizer aerodynamic model can be found in (Refs. 19 and 20).

Moments about the CONEX center due to the fin are shown in Fig. 10. These are given as components in the CONEX body axes. They are computed for the example 15 ft^2 fin dimensions and location of Fig. 8 and reflect principally the fin drag and lift forces acting at moment arms $X_\alpha$, $Z_\alpha$. Roll moment is about 75% of yaw moment. Pitching moment is small, under 10% of the peak yaw moment. Yaw moment due to the fin is globally statically stable only around $\beta = 0$. The CONEX static yaw moment is included in the figure for comparison; it is locally statically stable at $\beta = 0$, 90, 180 deg and has peak moments only about 50% of the

Fig. 8. Load fin stabilizer

![Fig. 8. Load fin stabilizer](image)

Fig. 9. Stabilizer flow regions and parameters

![Fig. 9. Stabilizer flow regions and parameters](image)

--

NACA 0015 airfoil

- $C_D = .02$
- $C_D = .8$
- $C_L^{(2D)} = 5.73$ per radian
- $\alpha_{S1} = 20^\circ$
- $\alpha_{S2} = 45^\circ$

Active stabilizer:

- $C_L^{(2D)} = 1.43$ per radian
- $K_\delta = .3$ sec

Fig. 10. CONEX moments due to vertical fin stabilizer

![Fig. 10. CONEX moments due to vertical fin stabilizer](image)
peak fin yaw moment. Thus, for the example fin area and location, the fin can dominate the CONEX static yaw moments and impose static stability at $\beta = 0$. Since both moments scale with dynamic pressure, then the same ratio of fin and CONEX static yaw moments will occur at all airspeeds.

The present work models the fin aerodynamics as that of a thin wing in the freestream. While box-shaped loads have substantial wakes with low velocity turbulent air extending behind the entire rear surface of the container, the fin in this study is located above the container and its wake.

**Results**

In the absence of a fin, the simulation indicates instability above 80 kts for the 4000 lb CONEX. This is seen as large pitch or roll oscillations approaching 90 deg. The actual mode of instability of the CONEX is not yet documented from wind tunnel studies or field data.

Simulation results for the effect of the vertical fin on yaw rate are shown in Fig. 11 (a, b). The sample case is for a 3x5 ft fin at 60 kts initialized at the no-fin steady state yaw rate. For the passive fin, yaw rate is initially reduced and ends in a steady state oscillation or limit cycle of about 15 deg/sec amplitude which is driven by the vortex shedding component of the modeled aerodynamics. For the active fin, yaw rate is reduced more rapidly and also ends in a limit cycle but a much smaller one. The effect of the vertical fin is similar with or without a swivel, and the two swivel cases will not be distinguished further in this section. The remaining results were computed for the unswiveled sling.

Roll coupling due to the fin is shown in Fig. 11 (c,d). This shows that the fin excites the lateral pendulum during the initial transient, and that roll oscillations occur in the steady state limit cycle proportional to the yaw oscillations. The fin generates large roll moments but only a small lateral force to drive the load c.g. position. A review of the CONEX and fin lateral forces indicates that it is the CONEX sideforce that excites the lateral pendulum as it responds to the sideslip oscillations. In steady state, the lateral motions are mostly isolated in the roll angle without a corresponding swinging of the load c.g.

The principal features of the yaw rate responses with the stabilizer in Fig. 11 are a converging, lightly damped, initial oscillatory transient and a neutrally damped steady state oscillation. These features vary with airspeed and fin area. The simulation was run for a matrix of airspeeds and fin area cases, and with initial load yaw rate at $-45$ deg/sec (Ref. 20). The rate of convergence of the initial yaw rate transient was estimated by fitting an exponential, $A e^{-\sigma t}$, to the differences between successive extremes. Time to half amplitude is given from the damping parameter, $\sigma$, by $\ln(2)/\sigma$. A sample fit is shown in Fig. 12. The fit is made to the initial peak-to-peak differences in the first 20 secs prior to the steady state oscillation and shows very small residuals in this period.

Results for the damping parameter of the initial yaw transient and the amplitude of the neutrally damped steady state oscillation are shown in Fig. 13. These results are for a 4000 lb CONEX, several fin sizes and velocities above 40 kts. For the passive stabilizer (Fig. 13), damping of the initial transient is near zero and the neutrally damped steady state amplitude is excessive at nearly all speeds for the two smallest fin areas. For the two largest fin areas, damping is increased and steady state amplitude is small in the speed range 80 to 100 kts.
Fig. 12. Exponential envelope of initial settling transient (90 kts, 3x5 ft passive stabilizer)

Fig. 13. Damping and steady state results vs airspeed

Above 100 kts, steady state amplitude increases and effectiveness is lost at 120 kts in that the neutrally damped steady state oscillation dominates the motion. At low speed, effectiveness is also reduced as seen in a reduction of damping as airspeed decreases, and increased steady state amplitude. Performance for the two largest fins is nearly identical, so the 3x5 ft fin is the smallest passive stabilizer size tested with adequate performance.

The active stabilizer (Fig. 13) shows similar damping trends; that is, damping increases with airspeed above 60 kts until effectiveness is lost at 120 kts. Damping is double that of the passive stabilizer. Steady state amplitude increases above 100 kts, becoming excessive at 120 kts as for the passive stabilizer. Steady state amplitude also increases at some low airspeeds. Again, the two largest fin areas have about the same performance at all airspeeds and better damping than the two smallest fin areas at all airspeeds. These results indicate that stabilization can be achieved out to 110 kts and that a suitable fin size is 15 ft² for the test load weight. Fig. 14 compares the passive and active 3x5 ft stabilizer. The benefit of the active stabilizer is significantly better damping at all airspeeds and lower steady state amplitude below 80 kts. However, it requires the addition of sensor, power source, and actuators to the fin design.

Factors limiting forward speed

The potential operational envelope of the stabilized load is limited by a variety of factors, which include the hook force limit, the maximum continuous power limit, control saturation, attitude limits, and structural limits.

The load has a significant effect on helicopter trim requirements, principally on trim power, collective, and pitch angle. Data are shown in Fig. 15 at high forward speeds for no load and various load weights. These data reflect the UH-60 aircraft with nominal parameter values (Fig. 2) and the CONEX load at 2000 ft altitude, standard atmosphere. Significant increases in power required are due to load drag (D*V/550). Since load drag is independent of load weight, increases in power requirements are similar at all load weights. Maximum continuous power (100%, 2828 HP) is reached between 110 and 120 kts. Pitch attitude decreases due to the load (inversely with load weight), while collective setting increases with load weight, and these effects increase with airspeed. The pitch and collective trends reflect
the rotor thrust vector variations in inertial direction and magnitude required to balance the weight and drag forces of the helicopter and load. Pitch attitude limits for the helicopter (+/-30deg) are not encountered in this speed range, but collective will reach its 10-in limit between 120 and 130 kts for the load weights shown.

Some load weight-airspeed limits are collected in Fig. 16. The hook is certified to carry 8000 lbs out to 140 kts. This includes a margin to accommodate hook force increases above the load weight due to load drag and maneuvering acceleration. As noted above, maximum continuous power is reached between 110 and 120 kts and the collective is saturated at slightly higher airspeeds. A review of the relevant structural limits was omitted from this survey for lack of time. The operational speed limit for the CONEX, 60kts, is noted in the figure, and, in principal, stabilization can potentially extend the speed range to the power limit at about 115 kts.

Load drag causes the load to trail rearward in steady forward flight, increasing with airspeed. While there is no hard limit on trail angle, larger trail angles are a concern since they bring the load closer to the aircraft. The region above 60 kts is mapped for trail angle from the vertical ($\theta_T = \tan^{-1}(D/WL)$) in Fig. 17. At a given airspeed, lower container weights imply larger trail angles. For the CONEX, drag is unaffected by fin stabilization to a desired orientation since the CONEX is nearly cubic and drag varies only a little with orientation. This would not be the case for elongated containers, such as the MILVAN, where there is a potential 50% drag reduction by stabilizing at the minimum drag orientation. These contours indicate that large trail angles will occur at the lowest weights in extending the speed envelope past 100 kts. However, the angle relative to the helicopter vertical is somewhat less than the trail angle owing to the forward pitch of the helicopter (Fig. 15).
Discussion

A significant problem underlying simulation analysis of stability and stabilization of bluff bodies is the modeling of their unsteady aerodynamics. Previous wind tunnel literature on the MILVAN has shown the presence of significant unsteady aerodynamics and that static aerodynamics are inadequate to predict the stability of such loads. For the present preliminary study, an empirical method was adopted; that is, yaw moment corrections that could account for the yaw behavior seen in flight were postulated and their parameters tuned to the available flight data at airspeeds from hover to 65 kts. The elements of the empirical model were (1) a term to represent vortex shedding phenomenon acting to reinforce the yaw oscillation, and (2) torsional resistance at the hook. Thus, it was also necessary to modify the usual ball joint approximation of the hook-sling connection in order to account for the load-sling moment balance.

A more comprehensive model of the unsteady container aerodynamics can be obtained from extensive CFD or wind tunnel data by generating time history data for forced oscillations of the load at various frequencies. A differential equation model can then be postulated and fit to the data as outlined in (Ref. 21). Previously, very little data was available with which to apply this method. A CFD study is currently underway to produce such data for the CONEX. If successful, this approach can provide detailed understanding and realistic modeling of container aerodynamics and stability.

Conclusions

This paper has addressed the problem of simulation and stabilization of the yaw degree of freedom of a cargo container slung load. It was found that

1. Simple empirical models of unsteady load yaw moment effects and yaw resistance at the hook sufficed, when added to the load static aerodynamic model, to reproduce the yaw motions seen in flight.

2. Fin stabilizers are potentially useful in extending the speed envelope of cargo containers and box-shaped loads. A 3x5 ft vertical fin is sufficient to extend the stable speed range of a 4000 lb CONEX from its current 60 kt operational speed to 110 kts.

3. Helicopter limits bound the potential speed envelope of the helicopter-load configuration. For the UH-60 and CONEX cargo container, this boundary is in the range of 110 – 120 kts.
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